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Next Run 2133
Date: 23rd September 2019 Time: 6:00pm
Hare: Mullet

Co
Tampax
Hare:

Theme:

Run Gwellup Scout Hall, From Freeway head West on Karrinyup Rd, right into
Site: Huntress Rd to Scout Hall carpark on the Right.
Grub: Yes.

Map Link:

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing on the web site (or click on the link below) and book
your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs

Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Cookie @ Bardon Park Maylands
Preamble:
46 men of Hamersley plus one visitor from the top end gathered in the car park watching cyclists cruise along
the river bank track. Gasman has returned and called the mob to order in his usual form. Cookie squawked
about how this was going to be the best run of the year then set us off west.
The Run:
The trail started well with a falsie, then it was back up on to Fourth
Av and another false trail. Going up Conroy St and turning left at
Central Av and right at Guildford Rd, there were quite a few false
trails at this end of the trail so I will just mention the main route. It
was over Guildford Rd and left on Whatley Cr just after the WA
Ballet. After the Sherbet and Cake Shop it was a right turn down the
lane and a little dog leg left onto George St with a long falsie left on
Rowland St, doubling back, continuing of Guildford Rd on Falkirk Av
then dribbling to the right on Mount Prospect Cr, turning left at
Kathleen Av and up Joseph St to do a U turn at Golden Island Wines.
Turning left and thundering down Peninsula Rd for a while until
falling foul of a false trail and coming back to pick up trail on Swan
Bank Rd. Getting very loopy with a few more false trails around
Lake Bungana, skirting the west side of Lake Brearley and loop
around the south end of Maylands Police Complex. It was then
north on the east side of the golf course until a left on Mary St and
onto the riverbank pathway past Maylands Jetty and some very
loopy shit before heading On Home.
Circle Up & Visitors/Returniks:
Happy Hooker from Humpty Doo was our visitor was brought out for a song and a down down. Patch,
Swallow, Mullaway, Pumpkin, Sheepthrills, Concorde, Spud and Gasman were welcomed back to the fold.

General Business:
The On Sec advised that Perth Harriettes are having the Salvo’s Run Tuesday 26th Nov, 7 pm start, a flyer will
be forthcoming. Screwdriver repeated his news about the SOPH3 man hugging beer and meal night on the
14th of October, will cost you $10.00. Donka told us it is 221 days to Interhash and 60 days to Pan Asia, the
Close to your hear run is on the 1st of October. Boof added his endorsement of the Close to your heart this
year as the proceeds go to Down Syndrome WA, let’s get behind it lads! Spud mentioned the Friday 13th
“Black Tie” cocktail party at the Oyster Bar Elisabeth Quay, will be a top night. Swallow wanted us to be aware
of our mates that suffer depression, look out for them, you could be saving their lives, you don’t have to wait
for the one day a year to ask if your mate is OK, any day and more than once is fine.

Charges:
Because of the Bogan Run, our ‘onerey mullets, Mullet and Gunny who was sporting the smelliest mullet ever
seen were given a song and a down down. The GM on Troppo for not sharing his experience with a
supermodel celebrity and not advertising Hamersley Hash. Coops on 2 Dogs for impersonating Furburger. The
GM on the On Sec for leaving his bowl and the very important flyers at Friday Hash, Sir Kumsize was obviously
in a state of euphoric confusion on being reunited with his drinking buddy Concorde. Concorde on Cookie for
shonky building practices, the charge was reversed. Boof on Bravefart for giving our guest the “run around”
on the run.
ARSE Report:
Gasman returns as the rightful RA “Righto youse cunts shut ya gobs the fat cunts back on the crate and
looking for ice victims”. He reckons you pricks have had it easy for too long so look out cunts! The RA starts
with the word of the week, which is "Iconoclast", ELF is called out as a clue and told to park his arse. He tries a
trump but the RA tells him it looks wrong and throws it to the shithouse. Anyway, none of the cunts really get
it, but Wimpy guesses something about a vandal and earns a boong egg and a trump card. It means "a
destroyer of images used in religious worship" or "one who attacks cherished beliefs or idols of worship"
that's right ELF is a little pygmy vandal cunt and told to stay on the ice a while. Concorde is called out for being
a lying cunt. He told the A.R.S.E. he was popping off to get a carton of eggs, back in 10 mins, fucking 6 months
later he comes back from a drunken lap of the cuntree. God help the bastards. He uses his platinum trump on
C Man who probably deserved it. On this day no one got, even with clues, 1620 pilgrims set sail on the
Mayflower from Plymouth and 1908 GM was founded by Bill "Crappo" Durant. As told by the RA “Holdens
were heaps of shit”. RA orders a boong egg only to be told there fucking finished, all that is left is that green
death shit VB. He charges Concorde again for drinking all his piss. Concorde pulls the trump again and asks for
Replicar to sit on ice, RA whispers “ya stupid cunt, don't ice the splash fuckwit, we'll get hot scrambled eggs
next week”, so he goes for the Blonde throttler Cookie. The spinners were that Happy Hooker cunt from
Darwin, spins hares choice. Mr. Ed ices his co hare Boof. Rooted spun the same again and GM reckons co
hares choice this time so Boof ices Cookie. Wimpy spins a trump, fuck me, there were 14 L.V.D.C.'s "little
vandal dwarf cunt" on the board and the cunts couldn't spin one. The RA tried once again and the pygmy gets
off, lucky little cunt.
WOW:
2 Dogs is carryover, the RA ices the dwarf and lets 2 Dogs nominate Gunny for his smelly mullet costume.
Gasman seconds that, took him 7 years to get rid of his fucking rag, smelt Gunny and thought the bitch was
back with no knickers on. Wimpy bought up for sooking about no Black Friday lunch, poor Tagg stayed away
after all the online abuse. “Ya wanna sook ya cunts help sort one out and leave our Taswegian cunt alone”,
the RA intoned. Kazi is nominated and why not? Back to the dwarf, ELF, the little vandalising cunt cut the RA’s
boong egg suit in half whilst impersonating him. Gasman almost took a ladyboy home by mistake when he
saw the photos whilst in Pattaya he was in so much shock. Then the little vandal cunt put it back together half
arsed and replaced most of the boong eggs with that vile green shit hoping the fat cunt wouldn't notice the
difference, fucking idiot. At Hamersley, all our voting is fair and impartial and Percy had to give the shirt to ELF
by popular demand and no coercion of the voting process.

H4 Honours: Tonight we Congratulate:
Gunny gets an accolade for making the On Sec smell like a cunt. Gasman achieves 200 runs, Patch receives his
20 year hat and Ampol receives his 30 year hat.
Run Report:
Happy Hooker gave it 12.5 out of 10 as the best run he has been on, this pleased Cookie no end, but, he had
to take 2 demerit points for Bravefart’s extra bits on trail and a further 2 for a cunty smelling Gunny, making
the final score 8.5 out of 10.
Ice:
Scrotus for pissing of the GM, Cookie got trumped by Concorde, C Man got trumped by Concorde, Boof as the
hare’s choice on ice and Cookie as the co-hare’s choice on ice, first Wimpy did a sports report from the ice but
it was just the cunt having his usual bitch about the Eagles then Kazi took over from our sports caster on the
ice, just because the RA can.
Next Week’s Run:
Mullet @ Gwellup Scout Hall
Next week’s van driver:
C Man ??
Hares Act:
A fashion competition with the smelly cunt Gunny winning with his unique mullet set-up. Followed by bogan
jokes.
Song:
ELF led us in Raise your Mugs.
H4 Hashhouse:
Hamburgers
ON ON Sir Kumsize

Mel Adjusted / Sir Kumsize 44/52
Note:
Duties of the Hare, extracted from “Guide to Hares”
“The hares are to assist with setting up the equipment: barbeque, tables, crates, generator, lighting, flags etc,
under the direction of the Hash Splash.”
“The hares are responsible in the cleaning up of the site. The hares must also make sure that the barbeque,
tables and any other equipment used on the night is cleaned up and packed back into the Van before they
leave the site.”

ON ON
H4 hosted, Close To Your Heart Run

H4 Black Tie, Cocktail Sundowner

1st of October 2019

13th December 2019

Trinidad & Tobago 2020

Your Hash event here

24 -26 April 2020

Contact: hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

